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Abstract 
Modern video surveillance requires addressing high-level concepts such as humans' actions and 
activities. Automated human action recognition is an interesting research area, as well as one of the 
main trends in the automated video survei1lance industry. The typical goal of action recognition is that 
of labelling an image sequence (video) using one out of a set of action labels. In general, it requires 
the extraction of a feature set from the relevant video, fo1lowed by the classification of the extracted 
features. Despite the many approaches for feature set extraction and classification proposed to date, 
some barriers for practical action recognition sti11 exist. We argue that recognition accuracy, speed, 
robustness and the required hardware are the main factors to build a practical human action 
recognition system to be run on a typical PC for a real-time video surveillance application. For 
example, a computationally-heavy set of measurements may prevent practical implementation on 
common platforms. 
The main focus of this thesis is challenging the main difficultie and proposing solution. towards a 
practical action recognition system. The main outntanding difficulties that we have challenged in thi 
thesi include 1) initialL ation issues with model traini ng: 2) feature sets of limited compu ational 
weight sui table fo r real-ti me applicati on; 3) model robustness to outliers; and 4) pending i sue with 
the standardisation of software interfaces. In the following, we provide a description of our 
contributions to the resolution of these issues. 
Amongst the different classification approaches for classifying action , graphical model such as 
the hidden Markov model (HMM) have been widely exploited by many researchers . Such models 
include observation probabilities which are generally modelled by mixtures of Gaussian components. 
When learning an HMM by way of Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithms, arbitrary choices 
must be made for their initial parameters. The initial choices have a major impact on the parameters at 
convergence and, in turn, on the recogniti on accuracy. This dependence forces us to repeat training 
with different initial parameters until satisfactory cross-validation accuracy is attained. Such a process 
is overall empiri cal and time consumi ng. 
We argue that one-off initialisation can offer a better trade-off between training time and accuracy, 
and as one of the main contributions of this thesis, we propose two methods for deterministic 
initialisation of the Gaussian components' centres. The first method is a time segmentation-based 
approach which divides each training sequence into the requested number of clusters (product of the 
number of HMM states and the number of Gaussian components in each state) in the time domain. 
Then, clusters' centres are averaged among all the training sequences to compute the initial centre for 
each Gaussian component. The second approach is a histogram-based approach which tries to 
initialise the components' centres with the more popular values among the training data in terms of 
density (similar to mode seeki ng approaches). The histogram-based approach is performed 
incrementally, considering each feature at a time. Either centre initialisation approach is followed by 
dispatching the resulting Gaussian components onto HMM states. The reference component 
dispatching method exploits the arbitrary order for dispatching. In contrast, we again propose two 
more intelligent methods based on the effort to put components with closer centres in the same state 
which can improve the co1Tect recognition rate. 
Expeliments over three human action video datasets (Weizmann 11 ], MuHAVi [2] and Hollywood 
[3]) prove that our proposed deterministic initialisation methods are capable of achieving accuracy 
above the average of repeated random initialisations (about 1 per cent to 3 per cent in 6 random run 
experiment) and comparable to the best. At the same time, one-off deterministic initialisation can save 
the required training time substantially compared to repeated random initialisations, e.g. up to 83% in 
the case of 6 runs of random initialisation. The proposed methods are general as they naturally extend 
to other models where observation densities are conditioned on discrete latent variables, such as 
dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) and switching models . 
As another contribution, we propose a simple and computationally lightweight feature set, named 
sectorial extreme points, which requires only 1.6 ms per frame for extraction on a reference PC. We 
believe a lightweight feature set is more appropriate for the task of action recognition in real-time 
surveillance applications with the usual requirement of processing 25 frames per second (PAL video 
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rate). The proposed feature set represents the coordinates of the extreme points in the contour of a 
subject's foreground mask. The various experiments prove the strength of the proposed feature set in 
terms of classification accuracy, compared to similar feature sets, such as the star skeleton [4] (by 
more than 3%) and the well-known projection histograms (up to 7%). 
Another main issue in density modelling of the extracted features is the outlier problem. The 
extraction of human features from videos is often inaccurate and prone to outliers. Such outliers can 
severely affect density modelling when the Gaussian distribution is used as the model since it is short-
tailed and highly sensitive to outliers. Hence, outliers can affect the classification accuracy of the 
HMM-based action recognition approaches that exploit Gaussian distribution as the base component. 
In contrast, the Student' s t-distribution is more robust to outliers thanks to its longer tail and can be 
exploited for density modelling to improve the recognition rate in the presence of abnormal data. As 
another main contributi on, we present an HMM which uses mixtures oft-di stributions as observation 
probabilities and apply it for the recognition task. The conducted experiments over the Weizmann and 
MuHAVi datasets with various feature sets report a remarkable improvement of up to 9% in 
classification accuracy by using HMM with mixtures of t-di stributions instead of mjxture of 
Gaussians. Usi ng our own proposed sectorial extrerne points feature set, we have achieved the 
maximum pos ' ible cla 'Sification accuracy (100%) over the Weizmann dataset. This achievement 
should be considered jointly with the fact that we have used a lightweight feature set. 
On a different ground, and from the implementation vi ewpoi nt, surveillance software for 
automated human action recognition requires portability over a vari ety of platforms, from servers to 
mobile devices . The current products mainly target low level video analysis tasks, e.g. video 
annotation, instead of higher level ones, such as action recognition. Therefore, we explore the 
potential of the MPEG-7 standard to provide a standard interface platform (through descriptors and 
architectures) for human action recognition from survei ll ance cameras. As the last contribution of this 
work, we present two no vel MPEG-7 desc1i ptors, one symbolic and the other feature-based, alongside 
two different architectures: the server-intensive which is more suitable for "thin" client devices , such 
as PDAs and the client-intensive that is more appropriate for ' 'thick" clients, such as desktops. We 
evaluate the proposed descriptors and architec ures by way of a scenario analysis. 
3 
We believe that through the four contributions of this thesis, human action recognition systems 
have become more practical. While some contributions are specific to generative models such as the 
HMM, other contributions are more general and can be exploited with other classification approaches. 
We acknowledge that the entire area of human action recognition is progressing at an enormous pace, 
and that other outstanding issues are being resolved by research groups world-wide. We hope that the 
reader will enjoy the content of thi s work. 
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